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Peppermint Harvest

Peppermint, sweet orange,  
spearmint and ylang ylang  
essential oils stimulate the  

senses, refresh the  
body and revive the spirit.

Lavender Harvest

Lavender, lavandin and  
spike lavender essential  

oils calm the senses,  
relax the body and  
soothe the spirit.

Eucalyptus Harvest

Eucalyptus, sweet orange,  
lavandin and ylang ylang  

essential oils fulfill the  
senses, heal the body  

and lift the spirit.

Tea Tree Harvest

Tea tree, sweet orange,  
nutmeg and ylang ylang  
essential oils open the  

senses, cleanse the  
body and move the spirit.

The Aura Cacia® Harvest Collection is a celebration of 

the top four most sought-after essential oils incorporated  

into convenient aromatherapy applications. We carefully  

blended lavender, eucalyptus, tea tree and peppermint  

with other complementing essential oils to enhance  

the aromatherapy benefits, as well  

as to create delightful aromas.

If you like our Harvest Mists, you’re  
sure to love our Harvest Mineral Baths 

and Harvest Oils too!

Aura Cacia products are 100% pure and contain no synthetic fragrances or colors.

Aura Cacia ~ Urbana, IA 52345 ~ 1-800-437-3301 ~ www.auracacia.com

Harvest Collection 
Aromatherapy Mists

spa-quality therapy

for room and body



Harvest Collection  
Aromatherapy Mists
4 fl. oz., 1.75”W x 5.75”H X 1.75”D

Aura Cacia saved the following resources by using New Leaf Primavera Gloss, made with 80% 
recycled fiber and 60% post-consumer waste, elemental chlorine free, and manufactured with 
electricity that is offset with Green-e® certified renewable energy certificates: 5 fully grown trees, 
2,334 gallons of water, 3 million Btu of energy, 251 pounds of solid waste, and 557 pounds of 

greenhouse gases. www.newleafpaper.com

Calculations based on research by Environmental Defense Fund and other members of the Paper Task Force. 

Aura Cacia ~ Urbana, IA 52345 ~ 1-800-437-3301 ~ www.auracacia.com

Features & Benefits
Distilled Water: just pure, clean, sanitary, 
non-contaminated, biodegradable water  
and our pure essential oils (sometimes it’s  
NOT what’s in the product that counts most)

4 oz. Aluminum Bottle: sturdy, protects 
contents from contamination and degradation, 
infinitely recyclable, convenient, portable  
and re-useable

Ultra-fine mist nozzle: won’t spatter or drip 

Points of Difference
REAL purity: 100% pure essential oils 
that have been rigorously tested through  
GC/MS testing to confirm purity  
and naturalness

REAL natural product: the simple 
combination of water and 100% pure  
essential oils makes this product safe  
for both room and body

Product Standards

No synthetic fragrances,  
colors or preservatives

Petroleum-free

Cruelty-free

Paraben-free

No solvents

No propellants

Not a pressurized spray can
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Peppermint Harvest

Stimulate the senses,  
refresh the body  

and revive the spirit

0-51381-88240-2

Lavender Harvest

Calm the senses,  
relax the body  

and soothe the spirit

0-51381-88636-3

Eucalyptus Harvest

Fulfill the senses,  
heal the body  

and lift the spirit

 0-51381-88242-6

Tea Tree Harvest

Open the senses,  
cleanse the body  

and move the spirit

0-51381-88241-9
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